
Why Phone bank? 
 
Being on a mission to drive out the Trump/Pence regime means being on a              
mission to raise funds. Raising money to put an end to this nightmare is perhaps               
the most decisive thing to be done. There will be no removing a regime without               
raising funds commensurate to that challenge.  
 
We need a situation where everyone from Maine to San Diego knows about November              
4 and for that to happen we need significant funding. We are talking about something               
on a truly massive scale -- advertising that saturates all of society (especially on social               
media), organizing tours (lodging, transportation) and materials (banners, posters,         
fliers, stickers, t-shirts) to get students especially the tools they need to mobilize their              
campuses, support an expanded national office and volunteers at work around the            
clock and then to sustain the events themselves (sound and stage, electricity and             
sanitation, food and tents, security just to name a few). 
 
In order to deeply engage with people around Refuse Fascism’s call to action for              
November 4 one-on-one conversations are a key ingredient. In fact, phone calls            
provide exclusive opportunities to speak with donors on a more personal level than             
most other dialogues permit. Public venues serve as a superb method to reach out to               
our communities and supporters. However, they can not compare with less           
restricted, private conversations to facilitate learning, outreach, support, and donations,          
all of which strengthen & grow our movement to drive out the Trump/Pence regime              
must go. 

 
Whether you have already formed a personal relationship with someone or received            
their information from the national office, an event, or referral, the clear advantage to              
phone conversations is a tremendous opportunity to listen and to discover more about             
the person you are calling: 

 
·      How they understand and experience the current situation 
·      What they do or do not know about November 4 
·      What they bring to our movement – what can they make possible through 
their financial support, can they host an Indictment Salon or ask friends to join 
them in giving to Refuse Fascism, do they have special talents or connections 

 
The important thing to remember is that phone banking fundraising is a way you are 
inviting people to join in and take responsibility for making the vision for 



November 4 a reality.  It is a relationship between people. We need to listen to what 
people are saying, and respond honestly, thoughtfully, and with conviction. 

 
Phone Banking Checklist 

 
●       Fully-charged phone 
●       Fundraising mailing components 
●       Phone banking script 

                   ●        November 4 Call to Action 
                   ●        FAQ Coming Soon from National Office Staff 

●       Call list 
●       Computer to pull up website, utilize recording sheet 
●       Record sheets (excel doc)  
●       Clear and quiet working space 
●       National Office Contact & Donate Information  
●       Water or Beverage 

 
 
Phone banking Pointers 

 
*  Active Listening Is Key. We have information we want to convey but more 

importantly we want to draw out their thinking and connect with it. Probing questions 
will open the dialogue, develop the relationship, and segue to details of how this one 
unique individual can best relate and contribute to Refuse Fascism. The depth of our 
engagement will determine the intensity of their commitment – be it ceased,            
postponed,continued or escalated. When you offer open-ended questions, ones which          
can not be answered by a simple yes or no, you are well on your way to a meaningful,                   
engaging dialogue (i.e. What do you think about the plans for November 4?) Once              
someone begins to talk, take advantage of the information they provide to elicit an              
response, one that causes them to reflect on how they actually think and feel about               
something. 

 
*  Prepare Yourself. Even if your schedule only allows an hour for phone banking, 

take 5 or 15 minutes before you begin to settle your thoughts and think through your 
general and specific objectives prior to dialing. Review the fundraising letter , script, 
and other materials. You may want to glance over the website too for the latest 
developments people may be thinking about. Have everything you need together 
BEFORE you start calling. 



 
* Set Goals. It is important to set goals for yourself or as a group before you start phone 
banking. Try to make realistic goals based on the amount of time you have & the 
number of people you are calling. 

 
* Phone bank as a Group When Possible. By doing phone follow-up as a group               
activity, even greater energy and enthusiasm can be generated. You can start by             
having some snacks and reviewing objectives and then halfway through take a few             
minutes to share your experiences: what worked well, what didn’t seem to be effective.              
What are the frequent questions/obstacles. At the end discuss what was the overall             
outcome was and when to schedule the next phone banking session. 

 
* Attitude DOES matter. · The attitude and energy you bring to your phone follow-up               
will consistently be an important factor determining the results you achieve!·Don’t forget            
to smile when people answer the phone. It will not only make you feel better, but it can                  
be sensed on the other end. If you don’t believe it, just try smiling during your next                 
phone call! Whenever possible stand or walk during your phone-banking as this            
physical energy not only keeps you focused and more positive, but it generates even              
greater energy to the conversation. Although such movement adds to your           
effectiveness, don’t stray too far from you supplies and reference materials. 

 
* We Don’t Know Everything. It is perfectly alright to admit you do not know something;                
far better than trying to tap dance your way around a subject or issue you were not                 
prepared to discuss. If the person feels an absolute need to a have a particular               
question answered, either refer them to the Refuse Fascism website, the national            
office, or let them know you will find out and then follow up with another call or e-mail. 

 
* Objections are Opportunities. See peoples’ objections (for the most part) as            
opportunities. They are opportunities to learn more about how they see things, to             
change their thinking, and clarify issues. Through sharing objections we have the            
opportunity to make the case for Refuse Fascism and November 4 and many times              
develop a stronger relationship with the donor.It doesn’t really matter what particular            
objection a contact responds with, the sinking feeling of disappointment automatically           
kicks in. But  . . . it doesn’t have to end as you might imagine! 

 
An objection can actually mean one of several things, good things, in fact.             
Objections of any sort can be indicative of: a legitimate concern about the             
impact their donation will have, a pursuit of more information about Refuse            
Fascism, a real political question, or a ciircumstance, financial or otherwise, they            



are currently dealing with. Think of any objection as a way to take your              
conversation to a deeper level. Once you stop thinking of an objection as defeat,              
the change in your reaction will change the outcome. 

 
Second, continue using your active listening skills and open-ended probing          
questions to take the contact up on their invitation to dig a little deeper as it may                 
indicate they are willing to dig a little deeper with their commitment or in their               
wallet than you had originally imagined. Make sure you are clear on the precise              
objection being raised by asking more questions. The specific questions you ask            
will depend entirely upon the objection raised. Think of this continuation of the             
dialogue as peeling an onion, each layer gets a little more personal. You             
shouldn’t feel uncomfortable in asking more about the person’s thinking, plans,           
or other types of support they have provided previously as their objection was an              
offer, an invitation to go beyond the usual dialogue. 

 
* Learn to be OK with the awkward silence. Even if you effectively answer the objection                
there may still be some hesitancy on the part of the prospective donor. After your               
response or perhaps even after you have again asked for their financial support for a               
second time, there may be a pause on their part. As awkward as it may be, don’t feel                  
compelled to fill the silence with chatter. Granted, thirty seconds of silence after you              
have asked may seem like an eternity, just stick it out and let them process their                
thoughts. Remember, he who talks first loses. Furthermore, in an attempt to deal with              
the discomfort of such a pause, babbling may create additional objections or concerns,             
so just wait it out. 

 
* Remember to ASK for a Donation If possible ask for specific amounts. You can use 
some of the “what your donation could make possible” section from script. Remember, 
most people will not think to give you money unless you make your needs known. They 
don't spontaneously know how much it costs to do all the various activities unless you 
tell them, and they will assume you are getting the money from somewhere else if you 
don't ask them to contribute. 

 
* Be as personal as possible. It is essential to use “us” and “we” when speaking about                 
Refuse Fascism AND use your own experience as examples of the essential Refuse             
Fascism is doing. 

 
* Follow Up & Stick to Commitments. It is important to keep notes so that you can 
follow up. Did they ask for something to be sent to them? Did they want their e-mail 
changed for e-list? Write these things down & follow through on them. Did they ask you 



to call a different day/time? Did they want a reminder e-mail? You don’t need to be the 
one to do it but make sure you get in touch with the national office. Call a week later to 
follow-up on whether their donation was sent. 

 
* Share Information. Please send reports. Post questions you are running into, trends, 
etc. to Slack.  

 
Logistical Note: 
 
How to address donors 

● Use the appropriate salutation (Mr., Mrs., Ms., Rev.) and their last name: 
Unless and until they ask you to call them by their first name, always address 
them as Mr. Smith or Ms. Jones. If it’s a difficult name, confirm the correct 
pronunciation or ask if you said it properly.  

 
When to Call 

●   Make calls on weeknights between 6-9pm. And on weekends between noon and 
5pm. Make no calls after 9pm, unless they are a personal contact. 

 
 
Voice mails 

● Avoid leaving voice mails unless you know the person. Do not leave frequent 
voice mails. 

 
Engage their network 

● Don’t forget to ask who else they know who shares their sentiments: 
Everybody knows someone, an editor, coffee shop owner, brother-in-law, or 
possibly even a celebrity, with whom they commiserate and share political 
concerns. By closing your dialogue with this type of inquiry, you can spread 
November 4, have a specific person to have the donor share November 4 plans 
with, or possibly even another donor or Indictment Salon Host. 

  
 


